Abstract-The performance of a full-duplex cooperative cognitive network is investigated under Nakagami-m fading. The secondary source and the relays are energy-constrained nodes and harvest energy from the primary network to transmit their information. The direct link between source and destination in the secondary network is considered as useful information at destination where joint-decoding is applied upon the signals received from source and relay. We derive an approximated closed-form expression for the outage probability of the proposed scheme. Results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the half-duplex and direct transmission schemes in the particular scenarios under consideration. Moreover, the performance in terms of outage probability of the proposed scheme is further improved through the use of multiple relays.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER the last few decades, the continuous technological advances have enabled the exponential growth of wireless networks and several techniques have been proposed to use radio frequency (RF) spectrum and energy more efficiently as both are limited natural resources. Among these techniques, Cognitive Radio (CR) is a promising technology that provides a basis for addressing the practical issue of spectrum scarcity [2] . In a cognitive radio network, unlicensed or secondary users (SUs) can use the same frequency band allocated to licensed or primary users (PUs) as long as the interference caused to the PUs is below a predefined threshold [3] .
In addition, in order to improve the energy efficiency in wireless networks, the concept of energy harvesting (EH) is becoming a promising solution, considering the high maintenance cost of these networks. [4] . EH is the process of extracting energy from the surrounding environment in order to power and to prolong the lifetime of energy-constrained communication networks. A variety of energy sources such as heat, light, wave, and wind have been considered for EH in wireless networks [4] - [6] , but this sources depends on weather conditions. More recently, energy harvested from RF signals has received an increasing attention due to its convenience in providing energy self-sufficiency and independence of weather conditions [7] . This work has been partially supported by CAPES and Araucaria Foundation.
A preliminary version of this paper was presented in XXXV Simpósio Brasileiro de Telecomunicações (SBrT '17) , São Pedro, SP, Brazil, September 3-6, 2017 [1] Digital Object Identifier: 10.14209/jcis.2018. 23 Two commonly used EH protocols are time switching (TS) and power splitting (PS) [8] - [10] . In the TS protocol, a fraction of time is used to harvest energy from the received signal and the rest of the time is used to receive/send information from/to the destination. While in the PS protocol, a fraction of the received signal power is used for harvesting energy and the remainder is used to receive/send information from/to the destination [8] .
On the other hand, in scenarios with size, cost, or hardware limitations, such as wireless sensor networks, cooperative communication has emerged as a key enabling technology for efficient spectrum usage [11] , [12] . In a cooperative communication link, a relay node cooperates with the communication from source to destination, so the destination receives two different versions of the transmitted signal that can be combined, allowing the system to achieve transmit diversity.
The relay can operate in half-duplex (HD) mode, in which transmission and reception occur at different time-slots or in full-duplex (FD) mode, in which transmission and reception are performed at the same time and at the same frequency band. Consequently, FD relaying can achieve higher capacity than HD relaying [13] , however in FD mode the communication is affected by self-interference since perfect isolation between transmit and receive antennas at the relay can not be guaranteed [14] , [15] . Additionally, there are mainly two relaying protocols: amplify-and-forward (AF) and decodeand-forward (DF). In AF, the relay simply amplifies and retransmits the information to the destination, so the noise is also amplified. In DF, the relay first attempts to decode the received signal and then, if successful, the information is re-encoded and retransmitted to the destination.
The use of wireless energy harvesting using RF signal has also been studied in the context of cooperative communications. In [10] , the time switching relaying (TSR) and the power splitting relaying (PSR) protocols were proposed for an AF relaying network in which an energy-constrained relay harvests energy from the received RF signal and uses this energy to forward the information received from the source to the destination. In [16] , performance measures such as average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), outage probability and throughput are analyzed in a wireless energy harvesting relay network with multiple relays. A relay selection scheme is also proposed to achieve the full diversity at any EH time.
In [17] a dual-hop FD relaying network is analyzed where the energy constrained relay node is powered by RF signals from the source using the TS harvesting protocol and considering both the AF and DF relaying protocols. The results show that, when the time for energy harvesting is optimized, the FD relaying could substantially boost the system throughput compared to the conventional HD relaying architecture.
Cooperative cognitive radio networks have also been widely addressed in the literature. For instance in [18] , the authors examine the impact of multiple primary transmitter and receivers on the performance, in terms of outage probability, of cognitive DF-HD relay networks. In [19] , a new FD relaying scheme is proposed for a cognitive network where the secondary destination jointly decodes the signals from the secondary transmitter and from the FD secondary relay. Furthermore, the authors consider the signal received form the direct link as useful information, rather than interference. Results show that the proposed FD scheme presents the best performance among all schemes investigated in the paper. In [20] , the scenario presented in [18] is extended to an EH scenario in which the secondary nodes harvest energy from multiple primary transmitters. The results show that when the number of primary transmitters is large, the detrimental effect of the interference from the PUs outweighs the benefits of the energy that can be harvested from them.
In this paper we extend the scenario presented in [19] to a scenario in which both the source and relay nodes are energyconstrained and harvest energy from the RF signals transmitted by the PU to support information transmission as in [20] . Therefore, a FD relaying cognitive radio network is considered. To the best of the authors knowledge, such a scenario has not yet been proposed in the literature. The contribution of this paper is twofold: first, an approximated expression is derived for the outage probability of the secondary network in a FD relaying cognitive radio network; and secondly, the performance in terms of outage probability of the proposed scheme is further improved through the use of multiple relays.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model and assumptions regarding the EH protocol are described. In Section III, approximated expressions for the outage probability are given while in Section IV, numeric results and discussions are presented. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A cognitive cooperative network is considered in which an energy-constrained source S transmits to a self-powered destination D with the help of multiple energy-constrained relays R u , u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , U}. The primary network consists of one primary transmitter P 1 which is near the secondary network so, an interference-limited scenario is taken under consideration as in [18] . Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed scenario in which only the selected relay R * is shown.
Differently from [16] - [18] , [20] , we consider the signal received from the direct link between S and D as useful information. Consequently, joint-decoding is performed at D upon the signals received from S and R * as in [19] . Both S and R * transmit their information using only the energy harvested from the primary RF signal 2 using the TS-EH protocol. All the energy harvested by the nodes is stored in a rechargeable battery, that can be a super-capacitor or a high-efficiency battery and then used for information transmission in just one time slot as in [10] , [21] . The quasi-static fading channel between transmitter i and receiver j is denoted by h ij , i ∈ {p, s, r * }, j ∈ {s, r * , d}, whose envelope follows a Nakagami-m distribution 3 with shape parameter m ij . The average channel power gain is
is the normalized distance between the primary transmitter and the secondary destination, and υ is the path-loss exponent (υ ≥ 2). The residual self-interference at the FD relay is modeled by a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 r * r * . Consequently, the channel between the two antennas of the the FD relay can be seen as a fading channel with coefficient h r * r * ∼ CN(0 , σ 2 r * r * ) and average power λ r * r * δ, where δ represents the interference cancellation factor which arises from the association of antenna isolation and interference cancellation techniques [14] .
HD protocol for energy harvesting and information transmission. In this paper, we consider the TS energy harvesting protocol, where S and relays first harvest energy from P during a fraction αT of each time-slot of duration T , as shown in Figures 2 and 3. After that, S and R * transmit their information during a time (1 − α)βT , being β = 1 2 for the HD mode ( Fig. 2 ), while β = 1 for the FD mode ( Fig. 3 ) and for the direct transmission which will be also considered for comparison purposes. Therefore, the energy harvested at node k (k ∈ {s, r * }) is given by
where η (0 ≤ η ≤ 1) is the energy transfer efficiency and P p is the primary transmit power. Consequently, the available transmit power at node k is
where K = αη β(1−α) . The signals received at R * and D at time t can be expressed, respectively, as (4) where P i is the transmit power at node i, x s [t] is the message sent by S,
is the message retransmitted by R * after a processing delay d.
III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
We consider as performance metric the outage probability. Outage is the event that the mutual information between nodes i and j is less than an attempted information rate R sch . Assuming unit bandwidth, the outage probability of the link k → j, with k j, is obtained as
where Pr{a} is the probability of event a and R sch = R R sch is the transmission rate in bits per channel use (bpcu) of the scheme sch ∈{EH-DT, EH-HDJD, EH-FDJD} and R is the attempted information rate in the case of non-cooperative direct transmission. Note that R sch corresponds to the code rate (the ratio between the number of information packets and the total number of packets) of a given scheme sch, where R EH−FDJD = R EH−DT = 1 for FD and direct transmissions and R EH−HDJD = 1 2 for HD transmission.
A. Energy Harvesting Direct Transmission Scheme
In the Energy Harvesting Direct Transmission Scheme (EH-DT), the source devotes a fraction α of time slot to harvest energy from the primary transmission and transmit a new information in the remainder of the time-slot.
The outage probability of EH-DT scheme can be expressed as
However, the outage probability of the EH-DT scheme presented in (6) has not a general closed-form expression. In order to evaluate the effects of energy harvesting on the performance of the proposed scheme, we derive approximated closed-form expressions for two scenarios of interest with some particular fading parameters. 1) In the first scenario, we are interested in evaluate the effect of some line-of-sight in the harvesting and interference links. We consider m k j = 1 (Rayleigh fading) for the link k → j and generic values of fading parameter for the links between the primary network and the secondary network (m pk ≥ 1 and m p j ≥ 1); 2) In the second scenario, we evaluate the effect of some line-of-sight in a link of the secondary network. We consider m pk = m p j = 1 (Rayleigh fading) for the link between the primary and secondary networks, and a generic value for the fading parameter m k j ≥ 1 for the link k → j with k j;
Following the analysis in [22] , we can write the outage probability of the link S → D, taking into account the two scenarios above as in (7), where E n (n, z) = ∫ ∞ 
B. Relay Selection Strategy
We assume perfect knowledge of the channels in all nodes of the secondary network that can be obtained through pilot signals according to [25] - [27] .
A distributed relay selection protocol is adopted based on a reactive mode, where the selected relay is the one that maximizes the instantaneous channel gain between the relay and the destination, among all the relay that correctly decoded the source message. Thus, the relay that decoded the previous source information and have a better channel gain between R and D will be the one chosen to transmit to the destination, as proposed in [28] , [29] . So the selected relay is expressed as
In a distributed relay selection, each relay waits a time proportional to a control variable that is given as a function of the gain of the channel before perform its transmission. The control variable is given by t c ∼ 1
As the gain of the channels can present identical values for different relays, we include a Gaussian random variable ϕ to avoid simultaneous transmissions of more than one relay. The variable ϕ has zero mean and variance σ 2 ϕ , which value is very small compared to channel gain h r u d 2 . Moreover, we assume that the other relays overhear the transmission and remain silent to avoid collisions.
, for m sd = 1, m ps ≥ 1 and m pd ≥ 1.
C. Energy Harvesting Full-Duplex with Joint-Decoding Scheme
In the proposed Energy Harvesting Full-duplex with JointDecoding scheme (EH-FDJD), whose protocol is showed in Fig. 3 , the broadcast and cooperation phases occur at the same time. The source broadcast its information to the relays and to destination, while the selected relay forwards a previous information of source to the destination after a processing delay. The communication through the direct link is also considered as useful information, so when the source-relay link is in outage, the message can still be successfully received through the direct link. Finally, at the destination both messages are combined using the joint decoding scheme [19] , [30] , which is an iterative process for decoding information blocks based on the knowledge acquired from previously received blocks.
As a result, the mutual information of the links S → R * and R * → D can be computed, respectively, as:
(11) From (11), it can be noted that the signals from S and R * are treated as useful information at the destination. Moreover, the self-interference in R * is taken into account in (10) . Thus, the overall outage probability of the proposed scheme EH-FDJD can be written as
In order to obtain a closed-form expression for (12) , it is necessary to solve the terms individually. The value of O F D sd can be obtained using (7), with R EH−FDJD = 1 and the outage probability O F D sr * = Pr I sr * < R can be obtained as:
The self-interference term in (13) represented by (K h pr * 2 h r * r * 2 ) can be seen as an attenuated version of the primary interference at the relay. As demonstrated in [14] , [19] , [31] , the self-interference can be attenuated by interference cancellation techniques for residual values in the order of δ < 10 −3 . Thus, we can consider the value of self-interference term (K h r * r * 2 << 1) negligible in (13).
Therefore, the outage probability of the link S-R in (13) can be rewritten as
Thus, the outage probability O F D sr * can be solved in the same way as O DT sd , being expressed as (15) (at the top of next page) where Z mr is a constant given by:
The outage probability of the R * → D link is defined as O F D r * d = Pr I r * d < R and can be approximated as in (17),
and the terms ξ s , ξ r , ̺ s e ̺ r are given, respectively, by:
Please, see Appendix A for more details of the derivation.
D. Energy Harvesting Half-Duplex with Joint-Decoding Scheme
As a benchmark scheme, we analyze the performance of an Energy Harvesting Half-Duplex Joint Decoding scheme (EH-HDJD), whose transmission protocol is described in Fig. 2 . The communication occurs in two phases: first, the source broadcast its information to the relays and to destination; and secondly, the selected relay forwards the information to the destination. At the destination both messages are combined and jointly decoded. Consequently, the overall outage probability of the EH-HDJD scheme can be written as: , for m sr * = 1, m ps ≥ 1 and m pr * ≥ 1.
The outage probability O H D sd can be written as in (7) (15) and (17), respectively, with R EH−HDJD = β = IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section, we present some numerical results to investigate the performance of the EH-FDJD scheme compared to the EH-HDJD scheme, both with joint decoding at destination, and also with the EH-DT direct link scheme without cooperation. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to validate the analytical expressions obtained.
We consider σ 2 r * r * = 1, a path-loss exponent υ = 4, R = 1 bpcu and η = 1 4 . Furthermore, it is assumed that all relays are in a cluster, i.e., are at the same distance from the other nodes of the network. The primary transmitter P is located at coordinates (0,1) on the X-Y plane. While S, the cluster of relays and D are located at coordinates (1,0), (1.5,0) and (2,0), respectively. The cluster of relays is located in a straight line between S and D. Monte Carlo simulations are represented by red circles in the figures that fallows. First, a scenario with just one cooperative relay and with m ij = 1 for all channels is analyzed. In order to find the 4 Smaller values for η would not change the result of comparisons because the effect would be similar for all schemes and consequently, only the relative position of the results on the y axis would change. optimum position for the relay, the outage probability of the different schemes as a function of the distance between S and R is evaluated in Fig.4 . We consider α = 0.5 and that the position of R * is varied from (1.1.0) to (1.9.0). The direct transmission is just included on the figure for comparison purposes.
From Fig.4 , it can be noticed that the Monte Carlo simulations agree very well with the theoretical results. It can also be observed that the EH-FDJD scheme presents the best performance among all the schemes analyzed. Furthermore, it can be seen that the optimum position of the relay is exactly in the midpoint between S and D for this particular scenario. This is because when R * is closer to S, the secondary nodes harvest more energy, however the interference from the primary transmitter is large at the relay, causing an increase in the outage probability. When R * is closer to D, the interference from P decreases at the relay but at the same time, the energy harvested from the primary transmission also decreases, thereby increasing the outage probability. 5 illustrates the analysis of outage probability as a function α. This analysis is important because the value of α influences both power and transmission rate of the secondary nodes. We consider d sr * = 0.5 which corresponds to the optimal relay position in this scenario as seen in Fig. 4 . It can be noted that the proposed scheme has the best performance among all schemes for the whole range of α. When α = 0.8 the EH-FDJD scheme achieves an outage probability of 10 −2 , while the outage probability of the EH-DT scheme is greater than 10 −1 . Moreover, for a given outage probability, the harvesting time may be higher in EH-FDJD than in EH-HDJD, so with a larger amount of energy harvested, the proposed scheme is able to obtain a lower outage probability. In addition, the proposed scheme may obtain a certain outage probability with a shorter charging time and thereby it can devote more time to the transmission phase. For instance, with an outage probability of 10 −2 , we have α = 0.11 in EH-FDJD and α = 0.22 in EH-HDJD. 6 depicts the outage probability as a function of the expected transmission rate R. In this analysis, we consider α = 0.5 and d sr * = 0.5. It can be observed that for a given outage probability, the EH-FDJD scheme achieves even the double of the achievable rate in EH-HDJD. This occurs because in the proposed scheme the relay transmits during all the transmission phase. It can also be observed that the EH-FDJD scheme presents the better performance for all transmission rate values considered in comparison with all other schemes.
In order to investigate the effect of some line-of-sight in the links between the PU transmitter and the secondary source and relay, we next analyze the outage probability as a function of α for different values of the fading parameters m ps = m pr * ∈ {1, 2, 3} and considering R = 1 bpcu and m sr u = m sd = m r * d = m pd = 1. Fig. 7 shows the outage probability of the proposed scheme EH-FDJD in comparison with the EH-HDJD scheme. The EH-DT scheme is not considered, since in previous results it has a much lower performance in comparison with EH-HDJD and EH-FDJD.
From Fig. 7 , it can be noticed that the system performance improves significantly when compared to the scenario without line-of-sight, a fact fully expected. With some line-of-sight in the links P → S and P → R * the channel coefficients h ps and h pr * increase, thus the nodes harvest more energy which improves the whole system performance. Even if the interference at the relay has increased, the greater amount of energy harvested improves the performance of the system as a whole. Finally, we can observe that the optimum value of α does not change with variations in the fading parameters m ps and m pr * . The effect of some line-of-sight in the secondary links S → R * and R * → D was next investigated by evaluating the outage probability as a function of α for different fading parameter values m sr u = m r * d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and considering R = 1 bpcu and m ps = m pr * = m pd = m sd = 1. Fig. 8 shows that the performance of all schemes improves with the increment in the fading parameters. Moreover, when we compare the two scenarios analyzed, it can be noted that the secondary network performs better when there is some line-of-sight in the links between the primary and secondary network than when the line-of-sight occurs just in some secondary links. As in the previous analysis, we can observe that the optimum value of α does not change with variations in the fading parameters m sr u and m r * d .
In Fig. 9 , the outage probability for the proposed scheme is plotted as a function of α varying the number of relays, with R = 1 bpcu and m ij = 1 for all links. It is observed that when the number of relays increases, the performance of the systems in terms of outage probability improves. This is because the secondary source has more possibilities to transmit its information, which increases the chances of at least one relay decoding the message and thus guaranteeing a better outage probability. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of a full-duplex energy harvesting cooperative cognitive network under Nakagami-m fading was investigated. It was considered that the secondary users harvest energy from the RF signals transmitted by the primary user. Analytical expressions for the outage probability were derived and validated through numerical simulations. The results show that the EH-FDJD scheme has the best performance in terms of outage probability, when compared with EH-HDJD scheme and EH-DT direct transmission for the proposed particular scenario. Moreover, it was shown that the performance of the system improves when there is more than one cooperating relay.
In order to find the outage probability for the link R * → D in (17), we will use the results presented in [31] to approximate the product of two random variables Nakagamim (Z k = h pk h kd ) by one Gamma variable (Λ k ∼ Γ(ξ k , ̺ k )), where k ∈ {s, r * }, whose parameters ξ k e ̺ k can be estimated through the moment generator method described in [32] . To this end, we define the first and second moments of Λ as k ] and after some algebraic manipulations, ξ k and ̺ k can be written as a function of the parameters of the random variable Nakagami-m Γ s (ξ s , ̺ s ) and Γ r * (ξ r * , ̺ r * ).
Consequently, considering Z 2 k ≈ h pk 2 |h kd | 2 and solving the integral in (24) , the outage probability O F D r * d can be written as in (17) . 
